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Please carefully read this disclaimer before using this product. You shall approve and 
accept all the content of this disclaimer once you use this product. This product is not 
suitable for the minors below 18 years old. The users have to promise to take the 
responsibility for their own behaviors and all the consequences caused from it in the using 
process. The users should promise to use this product for the reasonable purpose only, and 
agree to abide by any relevant policies or criterion may be made by this terms and Tianxiang 
Aviation (TXA). 

This product is a type of excellent multicopter aircraft in the agricultural service, which 
can provide the outstanding flight spraying service for the farmlands and fruit farms under 
the normal power supply and complete components. 

This product’s outstanding performance depends on TXA original accessories. TXA 
will not undertake any legal liability for any loss and harm caused from the accessories are 
not from the original factory. 

This unmanned aerial vehicle belongs to the controlled aircraft, you will be regarded 
that you have carefully read the related regulations specified by the management of national 
unmanned aerial vehicle and the provision for local airspace management once you use this 
product, TXA will not take any responsibility for the related legal liability caused from the 
illegal operation. 

Please make sure the power supply system and the expanded mechanism of arm are in 
place in the using process, and the  aircraft is kept away from the crowd and dangerous goods. 

The pilots are not allowed to operate the aircraft under the case of drinking, taking drugs, 
drug anesthesia, dizziness, tiredness and other poor health or poor mental health. New pilots 
are not permitted to operate this aircraft outside the training place without finishing the 
enough flight training. 

Do not fly under the bad weather condition, such as rainy and snowy day, windy day 
(wind grade is 5 or above). Avoid the magnetic field interference areas, radio interference 
areas (such as high voltage towers, large electric equipment, radio and television tower, 
mobile phone base station and other regions). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

II.Product introduction 
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TXA-R10 unmanned aerial vehicle in the agricultural service is created by Tianxiang 
Aviation research team in 3 years, it has won 11 items of national technical patents, the 
product is not only passed by 500 h fatigue operation test, but also approved ISO 9001 
Quality Management System Certificate. Carry the corresponding task equipment can carry 
out the spraying, seeding, fertilization and other agricultural operation tasks. TXA-R10 
unmanned aerial vehicle in the agricultural service has the accurate operation, high efficient 
environment protection, easy operation, intelligence and other characteristics. 

TXA-R10 unmanned aerial vehicle in the agricultural service can fully consider the 
operating requirements in the different areas, it has successfully finished the agricultural 
operation tests for the rice, corn, wheat, sugarcane, banana, dragon fruit, honey pomelo, 
sugar orange, green soybean and other crops in Guangdong, Guangxi, Jiangxi, Hunan, Hubei, 
Henan, Heilongjiang, Sinkiang and other places, and it won the high praise from the market 
and users. 

TXA-R10 unmanned aerial vehicle in the agricultural service resolves a lot of problems 
existed in the current traditional agricultural plant protection, improves the production 
efficiency and crop earnings, and at the same time it reduces the excessive using threshold of 
unmanned aerial vehicle in the agricultural service. It can save the large machinery and a 
large number of manpower cost for the farmers, and at the same time it improves the 
production efficiency as well as the crop earnings. 

 

 

1. List of goods 

NAME NUMBER NAME NUMBER 

R10 unmanned aerial 
vehicle 

1 earth station 1 

pump 1 toolkit 1 

nozzles 4 small accessories package 1 

pesticide box 1 product delivery inspection 
qualification certificate 1 

blades 4 instruction book 1 

 

 

 

 

2. Summary of TXA-R10 unmanned aerial vehicle in the agricultural service 
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TXA-R10 can be equipped with a plug-in pesticide box which can load 10L liquid 
pesticide, and it is matched with the high efficient atomizer that can spray 10-20 mu 
cultivated land (depending on the specific operation task) evenly within 10 min. The unique 
fold deformation and cart wheel design let the plane have a convenient transfer transport . 

 Tianxiang leading flight control system and unique body aerodynamics design provide 
the accurate, stable and safe flight performance. R10 can realize the stable spraying flight in 
the low sky of farmland. 

 

Introduction of hand-hold earth station 

Brief operating instruction of R10 hand-hold earth station 

 
①Power supply switch button of remote control: 

Turn on the remote control: Press the power supply button,and holddown until the 
buzzermakes the constant sound.(turn on the remote control and then connect the power 
supply of unmanned aerial vehicle) 

Turn off the remote control: Press the power supply button, and hold press until the buzzer 
makes the constant sound. (turn off the power supply of unmanned aerial vehicle before 
turning off the remote control) 

②Receiver button     ③ State of condole belt hook      ④ The volume button 

⑤ The remote control indicator light         ⑥ Screen    ⑦ USB charging port  

⑧ Handling rocker    ⑪ Speaker                  ⑫ Straps hooks            ⑬ Camera 

⑨Switch mode of three-stage switch(at the left side of plate) of flight 

mode:The top switch is “Intelligent mode” ，The middle switch is “Pose mode”，The 

lower switch is “GPS pose mode”. 

Notes: After the earth station software is connected to the unmanned aerial vehicle,The 
current flight mode will be displayed on the right side of  earth station software. 

⑩Power-on and power-off switch of water pump (at the right side of plate) has the main 
control right. 

User Manual of Tianxiang Agriculture Earth Station 
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I. Selection of earth station interface 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Open Tianxiang Agriculture APP to enter into the main interface of earth station, click 
“Tianxiang Agriculture”at the top left corner of screen to enter into the optional bar of 
interface. 

①Flight data: Click this option to enter into the flight data main interface to display the flight 
data, flight operation and other functions. 

②Airline edit: Click this option to enter into the airline edit interface, this interface is mainly 
the airline planning, airline change, block unloading, block downloading and other functions. 

③Mapper: Click this option to enter into the mapper interface, this interface is mainly 
displayed the functions required by the surveying and mapping. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

II. Earth Station Setting 
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① Open Tainxiang Agriculture APP, click “Set” at the top right corner of main interface to 
enter into the set interface. 
 

②Remote control frequency check: Recheck the frequency when changing a new remote 
control or receiver, turn on the remote control and the aircraft, hold press the frequency of 
receiver, when the receiver is displaying the blue light and is flashing that show the 
frequency check state, at this time, click the frequency option of remote control again, the 
remote control will make “Di Di Di...”sound that shows it is checking the frequency, when 
the remote control makes “Di..” sound shows the frequency check is over, turn on the pump 
switch to observe the pump’s working state, so as to confirm the frequency check is 
successful or not. If not, need to recheck the frequency. 
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③Topographic follow switch: Turn on this function to start the radar to set the height, 
automatic flight is suitable for the low crops, turn off this function and set the height by air 
pressure,automatic flight without the imitation function,need to operate the throttle rod to 
adjust the flight height of plane. 

④Switch of arm signal light: Control the switch of arm signal light. Notes: Need to install the 
arm LED light and arm LED light controller. 

⑤Flow grade option: There are 3 spraying grades, grade 1 (slowest spraying speed), grade 2 
(medium spraying speed), grade 3 ( fastest spraying speed). 

⑥AB point mode switch: Open AB point mode to set the flight height,flight distance, flight 
speed and airline direction in advance.Turn to AB point flight mode. 

⑦Google map switch . 

⑧Google layer switch. 

 

III. Flight data interface 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

①Display the communication state (connect/disconnect) of earth station and plane; display 
GPS signal  strength (excellent/good/weak); display the current voltage of plane battery; 
display the working state of pump. 

②Display the current opening airline information,including the setting height,speed,spacing 
(sprinkling width) of that airline, the flight length of airline plane after carrying out, the 
covered spraying area of airline.Click this area (airline information display area), the 
height,speed adjusting bar will be appeared, you can reajust the flight height and flight 
speed according to the demands, and click this area (airline information display area) again 
and click confirm according to the prompt message, the change is successful, you need to 
upload the airline again after changing, the plane will carry out the airline according to the 
new setting height and speed. 
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③Display the current flight mode of plane,before the plane positioning, move the mode rod 
at the left side of remote control, this area always displays pose;after the plane 
positioning,move the mode rod, it will display intelligent/pose/GPS pose; the airline will be 
displayed when the plane is carrying out the airline. 

④Display the current horizontal flight speed and vertical flight speed of plane; 

⑤Display the current flight height of plane, the first height displays the height measured by 
the barometer, the second radar displays the height measured by the radar, RTK displays the 
height measured by RTK. 

⑥Loading airline: Click loading airline,the planned airline list will be appeared,you can 
select the airline to be carried out in this time from the list; unload: click unload after the 
plane is connected with the earth station, unload the airline information to the plane; 
download: click download to download the airline to be unloaded to the plane to the earth 
station, check the download airline and the unloaded airline are same or not, if they are same, 
they can be used normally, if not, need to unload again. Notes: Under the operating 
situation,if the implemented airline is required to be unloaded, downloaded after changing 
the battery every time, turning off and then turning on the aircraft.  

⑦Takeoff: The plane is in the empty place, no obstacles around it, no interference source, 
away from the crowd,check everything is normal before flying, move to the intelligent mode, 
click takeoff, the plane will unload automatically and rise to around 1-2m and then 
suspend,at this time, you can control the plane to the appropriate position and height; landing: 
under the intelligent mode,control the plane to the suitable position(empty place, no obstacles, 
no interference source, away from the crowd), click landing, the plane will land to the ground 
slowly and stop the motor;implemented airline: after the plane took off, control it to the 
suitable position, and the airline is unloaded, click the implemented airline under the 
intelligent mode, the plane will fly automatically to the first waypoint , later on, the plane 
will flight autonomously according to the setting airline.Return: under the intelligent mode, 
click return, the plane will rise to 20 m, and then fly above the return point and land on the 
ground automatically . 

⑧Tianxiang Agriculture main menu, click this option,the main menu bar will be appeared: 
flight data, airline edit, mapper, click the required option to enter into the corresponding 
application interface and carry out the relevant operation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IV. AB point flight mode interface 
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①Download: Download the marked AB point airline to the earth station. 

②Takeoff,landing, implemented airline and return are all same as the autonomous flight 
mode function, set A point as the specified starting position after the aircraft took off,click to 
set A point, record A coordinate point.When the aircraft is flying to the ending point of this 
airline, click to set B point, record B coordinate point, AB airline is generated. Notes: From 
A coordinate point to B coordinate point is the manual operation.   

 

V. Airline edit interface 

 

 

①Display the planning airline height(the flight height when carrying out the 
airline),spacing (sprinkling width), distance (the flight distance after the plane carried out 
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this airline), area (spraying area covered by planning airline), flight speed (flight speed 
when carrying out the airline). 

②Flight height,sprinkling width,flight speed when carrying out the airline can be set in this 
area, and the setting information is displayed in ① area.Attention: the spacing (sprinkling 
width) should be set well when planning the airline, this data can not be changed in the 
airline information bar of flight data interface in the later period, the height and flight speed 
can be changed in the airline information bar of flight data interface, the height can change 
the flight height of plane through the control throttle when carrying out the airline. 

③Open the airline: Change the planned airline before opening, if the surveying block is too 
big or irregular, can plan the airline by the different area, open this block and open the 
planned airline, select this airline as the reference of the next airline to be planned according 
to the tips, the planned area and unplanned area will be separated, avoid the repeated region 
appears between the first airline and the second airline when planning the second airline. 

④Save the airline: Name and save the planned airline, load the airline option in the flight 
data interface and select the implemented operation task of this airline. 

⑤Clear up the airline: Clear up all the airlines on the screen, plan again. 

⑥Open the block: Open the block information downloaded from the mapper or the block 
information downloaded from the on-line block and carry out the airline planning. 

⑦Unload the block: Connect the network, firstly, open the block to be unloaded in ⑥, 
secondly, click unload the block, fill in the information (unloader name, block position 
information, block description and so on) and click to submit, store this block information 
to the server after reviewing by the background system of server. 

⑧On-line block: Connect the network, click the on-line block,the saved block list on the 
server will be displayed in ⑨ area at the left side of screen. 

⑨:Peak fine tuning: Adjust the operating region and mark the record point. 

⑩ Line and edge distance: Adjust the distance between the border of operating area and the 
profile of outer ring of airline. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ⅵ.Mapper interface 
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① Display the state of the hand-hold end of mapper: The connection state of mapper and 
earth station (connect by WIFI), the positioning situation of mapper (non 
positioned/position), the number of satellites received by the mapper, the measuring block 
area, mapper version. 
 

② Start to survey/Stop to survey: The mapper is successfully connected with the earth 
station, and the positioning is finished,take the mapper and walk to one corner of the block 
to be measured, click start to survey, the mapper will make “Di” sound that shows a 
positioning point is marked in this place, along the floor edge to survey, if there are the 
obstacles at the floor edge, leave a certain of safe distance (around 5m) when surveying, 
stay several seconds at the block corner, and then survey another floor edge after the mapper 
made Di sound (successfully marked a point at the corner). After finished the surveying, 
click stop to survey,the mapper will stop to make a sound and stop to survey. 

Pause the surveying/Go on surveying: In the surveying process, click pause the surveying, 
it will stop the automatic coordinate point record, click again to go on surveying, the 
recorded coordinate point and the implementing coordinate point will be automatically 
connected to be a straight line when pausing the surveying.  

Start to measure the obstacles/Fish to measure the obstacles: Stop the surveying when 
starting to measure the obstacles, at this time, the mapper will make a long “Di” sound that 
shows to enter into the obstacles measuring mode, under the obstacles measuring mode, 
need to walk beside the obstacles (leave a certain of safe distance), manually mark the 
obstacles with dots, when clicking the coordinate point of marked obstacles, the mapper will 
make a “Di” sound, and then walk to the next mark point to record manually,the mapper 
only makes a sound when measuring the obstacles, and clicking the recorded coordinate 
point, the obstacles region is composed by red lines. After measured the obstacles, return to 
the surveying suspended site, and click go on surveying. If not record the coordinate point 
manually, the obstacles area will not display after finished the measurement. 

Download: After the surveying, click download, the surveying data list will be 
displayed (the namely rule is the specific time when starting to survey), select the 
required data, and rename it, and then download to the earth station. 
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Save track: After the surveying, click to save the track, the track displayed on the 
current interface will be saved. Due to the earth station and the mapper are 
connected by WIFI, when saving the block profile by this function, the earth station 
is always connected with the mapper. The distance is too far will lead to the mapper 
is disconnected with the earth station, the track on the interface can not be updated 
constantly, a part of track will be lost.  

③Clear the screen: Clear all the tracks on the screen. 

④Manually record the coordinate point: When the surveying is started,the mapper 
will automatically record one coordinate point in 4-5 seconds,manually record the 
coordinate point is equal to record the operating area mark point, the operating airline 
can be generated automatically after manually recording the coordinate point at every 
key point in the measuring area. 
 

Notes: Draw a dot on the screen by finger according to the block profile in this 
interface to measure out the area of this block probably, but this profile can not be 
saved and used for the planed airline. 

2) Unmanned aerial vehicle parts 
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1、Motor；                                  2、Airscrew；                3、Arm；                                         

4、Front shield of head；            5、Pesticide box；         6、Upper cover；                         

7、battery；                                 8、Receiver antenna；   9、Undercarriage；                      

10、Arm hook；                        11、LED light；              12、Arm lamp；                          

13、Motor base；                      14、Nozzle rod；             15、1.0 High voltage nozzle;              

16、1.5 High voltage nozzle       17、Water pump ；         18、connector of pesticide box；       

 

3) Unpacking and packing machine 

        The airscrew shall be installed by the customer after unpacking the box, the motor 
arranged order is No. 1, No.2, No.3, No.4motor from the head to the motor at the right side 
when rotating counterclockwise once, the rotary direction of No.1, No.3 motor is 
counterclockwise rotation, No.2, No.4 is clockwise rotation; need to install Counter Clock 
Wise oar (CCW oar) when rotating counterclockwise the motor, need to install Clock Wise 
oar (CW oar) when rotating clockwise the motor. 
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The details are shown as the following picture: 

 

 

 

4) Calibration setting before using 

First to calibrate the compass, or else the system may not be able to work normally, and 
the flight safety is influenced. When the compass data is abnormal, the red, yellow indicating 
light of aircraft state twinkle alternately or the flight site is over 10km away from the site 
calibrated by the compass in last time, need to calibrate the compass again.  

①Attention of calibration 

Do not calibrate in the strong magnetic field areas or near the big metal, such as the 
magnetic ore, parking lot, the building areas with the underground rebars and so on. 

If the compass is calibrated in the room, need to calibrate it again when changing to the 
outdoor flight, prevent the different magnetic field in two regions leads to the abnormal flight 
data. 

② Calibration steps 

Please select the empty place, calibrate the compass according to the following steps. 
Quickly switch over the switch of control mode for 6-10 times, when the yellow LED is 
twinkling, rotate the aircraft horizontally around 360°, when LED turns green and twinkles, 
rotate the aircraft vertically around 360° (plane head is downward), when the green light 
turns yellow or green light, the compass is calibrated successfully, when the light turns red, 
calibrate again from the starting. 
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③ The situations are required to be calibrated again 

The compass data is abnormal     Red, yellow LED twinkle alternately.  

Flight site is changed   Flight site is farther than the last time.  Mechanical installation is 
changed   The installed position of GPS-compass  is changed. 

The add, remove, displacement of electronic equipment, such as master control, steering 
engine, battery and others.  Mechanical structure of rack is changed. 

Drifting when flying   The aircraft is drifted seriously, or can not fly straightly. 
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5) Takeoff preparation operating instruction 

When the unmanned aerial vehicle in the agricultural service is preparing the operation, 
carry out the inspection according to the following steps to make sure the normal operation. 

 
* Pay attention to 6 button positions must be locked in place, and no blank place 
at all installed positions, no shaking situation, if have, please first to check the 
screw is screwed up or not, if the parts are damaged. If discover the problem, 
please stop this operation. * 

③Put the power supply into the power supply cavity and insert the power supply line into the 
red marked mouth, check if LED is twinkling. 

(* Please ensure all the shaking rods of remote control are kept in the middle position before 
checking *) 

Normal situation: 

Pose mode: Yellow light is twinkling shows the unmanned aerial vehicle is normal 

GPS mode: Green light is twinkling shows the unmanned aerial vehicle  

Intelligent mode: Green light is twinkling shows the unmanned aerial vehicle  
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* The last page is attached with the light twinkling situation corresponded with 
the unmanned aerial vehicle state. *  

④ Connect the green marked power supply line (*guarantee all the shaking rods of 
remote control are in the middle position *) 

⑤ Fill in the pesticide, the outlet should be closed to the pesticide box mouth as possible as it 
can, prevent the pesticide liquid is splashed, and cause to the unnecessary loss and safe 
hidden trouble. 

⑥  Turn on the pump switch, check if the nozzle can work normally. 

⑦ Start to work after all are normal. 

 

III. Unmanned aerial vehicle agricultural operation flight 

      

1. Flight requirements 

        1) Extreme low elevation. The optimal height for agricultural operation is around 1m 
above the crop tip. For the low crops, such as the wheat in the seedling stage, unmanned 
aerial vehicle should flight on 2m height away from the ground. The precision of flight 
height should be decimetre grade. 

2) High precision straight flight. Agricultural operation must be kept the straight flight 
that ensure no leakage, repeat phenomenon. Flight horizontal precision should be decimetre 
grade. 

3) Low speed, constant speed flight. Unmanned aerial vehicle has a very good 
atomization effect in the agricultural service, the pesticide effect is closely related with the 
speed of unmanned aerial vehicle. In general, it should be kept the constant speed among 4～
6 m/second.  

4) Exceed visual flight. Unmanned aerial vehicle in the agricultural service can only 
realize the visual flight at 200m, for the large farmland with the width over 500m, it is 
difficult to select the takeoff and landing dosing site, the operation can not be carried out in 
the middle of the farmland. In view of plant protection work efficiency, the better method is 
one unmanned aerial vehicle is taking off and one is , return to the starting point and dose. 
Plant protection operation must have the outside visual flight ability, the distance of exceed 
visual flight should be 1/2 away from the total operation distance of unmanned aerial vehicle. 

5) Eye barrier avoid flight. For the high crops, fruit trees, trees and other plant 
protection operation, the sight of visual flight operation is impeded, must have the eye barrier 
avoid flight effective mean. 

6) Fixed-point vertical takeoff and landing. Large farmland has the complex topography, 
it is not easy to select the dosing point, unmanned aerial vehicle always takes off and lands in 
the narrow space, without the runway takeoff and landing condition, fixed-point vertical 
takeoff and landing operating ability can not lack. 

7) Do not flight in bad weather, such as strong wind (above 8 grade), rainy day, snowy 
day, heavy fog and other weather.  
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8) Flight site should be the wide place, the place without high buildings around it, or 
else the compass, GPS signal are influenced by the building with a large number of rebars, 
and lead to the aircraft can not make the positioning. 

9) Try to avoid high voltage electric line, communication base station, launch tower and 
other electromagnetic interference.  

10) GPS and compass will be invalid in antarctic circle and arctic circle, at this time, can 
use pose mode.  

2. Flight limit and limit in the special regions  

According to the provisions made by International Civil Aviation Organization and the 
provisions of airspace control of Air Management of all countries as well as the management 
and provisions of unmanned aerial vehicle, unmanned aerial vehicle must fly in the specific 
airspace. For flight safety, flight limit function is default to open, including the height and 
distance limit as well as the prohibited regions, so as to help the users to use this product 
legally and safely, under the positioning mode (have GPS), the flight is influenced by height 
and distance limit. Under the pose mode, the flight is only influenced by height limit, and the 
maximum height of practical flight will not exceed 50m.  

 

Flight limit in special region 

Special region includes airports, Beijing, Sinkiang and other main cities and areas,  the 
list of the regions limited by flight in the world are issued in DJI official website, the details 
can be referred to the flight area limit list. 

Reference website：http://www.dji.com/cn/fly-safe/category-mc 

1.  Airport limit: A class limit and B class limit, for example, international large airports 
belong to A class limit flight areas, B class limit areas are the smaller airport and so on. 

2. Special prohibited regions: Beijing urban area,Sinkiang and the urban areas of other 
main cities . 

A class airport limit (GPS is valid) 

A class limit flight areas include: “Prohibited area” and “Height limit area”. “Prohibited 
area” is the prohibited flight area, “Height limit area” is the aircraft height limit area. 

Take special site as the center of a circle, “Limit flight area” is within 8km radius. Including 
“Prohibited area” is within the area of 2.4km radius. The aircraft is not allowed to fly within 
the prohibited area. 

 

When the aircraft is within the limit flight area but outside the prohibited area, the flight 
height of aircraft will be limited, the limited height shows a linear decrease from 120m to 
10m with the distance closes to “Prohibited area”. 

There is a 100m “warning area” between the free zone and A class “Limit flight area”. 
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The details are shown as below：

 
B class airport limit (GPS is valid) 

B class limit flight area contains “Prohibited area” and “Warning area”. 

Take the special site as the center of a circle, the “Prohibited area” is within the area of 1km 
radius. The aircraft is not allowed to fly in the “Prohibited area”. 

There is a 100m “warning area” between the free zone and B class “Limit flight area”. 

 

  The details are shown as below： 
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IV. Two flight modes of unmanned aerial vehicle in the agricultural 
service 

1) The pilot controls the flight manually. Within the visual flight distance, the pilot must 
can lock the height, straight line, constant speed flight, fixed-point takeoff and landing in the 
narrow space in the case of without the navigation equipment, this is the basic skills of pilot. 

2) Autonomous flight by GPS navigation, the operator intervention can greatly reduce 
the labor intensity.  The aircraft flies and sprays the pesticide within the setting area 
according to the setting operating airline, and at the same time the breakpoint cruising and 
data protection function should be prepared, in addition, the set height module is assisted by 
radar, user can set the operation airline, height, spacing and speed and spraying quantity 
through editing the airline, this mode is suitable for structuring the block and operating the 
large area of block. 

 

Topographic surveying 

Open the mapper interface in the earth station and connect the mapper, start to survey 
the block when the real mapper is connected, positioned, above 15 satellites. When there are 
the barriers in the block, stop to survey, walk to the barrier, click start to measure the barrier 
(notes: leave 3m safe distance away from the barrier), return to the pause position point after 
measuring and click go on survey. Click download to download the surveyed blocks to the 
earth station and edit after surveying. 

 

 

 

Airline edit 

Open the airline edit interface in the earth station, open the measured block, set the 
operating area, and set the plane operating airline flight height, spacing, speed, edge distance 
between the lines and so on, pay attention to observe the airline and save the airline. 

Preparation before taking off 

Push the unmanned aerial vehicle to the takeoff point, expand the arms and check if the 
arm button is locked tightly, expand the airscrew, check the blades are complete or not, put 
the batteries, turn on the remote control, connect the power supply of aircraft, check LED 
light, fill in the pesticide, the outlet should be closed to the pesticide box mouth when filling, 
prevent the pesticide liquid is splashed,  and cause to the unnecessary loss and safe hidden 
dangers. Turn on the pump switch to exhaust the air in the water pipe, check the nozzle. Start 
to take off after all are normal. 

Carry out the airline 

First to unload, download the airline before carrying out the airline, manual takeoff or 
automatic takeoff are OK (must be the intelligent mode), the aircraft flies to the suitable 
position, click carry out the airline under the intelligent mode, start to carry out the airline, 
turn on the water pump switch. 
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Break-off judgement/Breakpoint  cruising 

The aircraft is in the intelligent operation, the pesticide liquid in the pesticide box is 
running out, the working state of earth station is displaying that the pesticide liquid is run out, 
and making an alarm, the aircraft suspends automatically, the earth station displays there will 
be a red break-off point will be appeared at the airline. At this moment, switch the switch of 
flight mode to P speed to exit the autonomous flight and turn off the water pump switch to 
make the aircraft flies back to the takeoff point. Add the pesticide liquid and change the 
batteries, user needs to unload and download the airline again after turning off and changing 
the batteries every time, and exhaust the air in the water pipe, later on, take off again, click 
carry out the airline, the airline tips will be popped up, click go on implementing, the aircraft 
flies to the break-off point automatically and click go on carrying out the airline, click restart, 
the aircraft will fly to the starting point of the whole airline, carry out the airline again. 

Return 

Return point: The aircraft is in power-on state and GPS≥6, when starting the motor, 
pushing the throttle rod at the first, the flight control system records the current position 
automatically as the return point, LED light turns green and twinkles quickly for 8 times. 

After finished the operation, click return, the aircraft will rise to 20m, and fly above the 
return point and land slowly, if the barriers appear in the picture, can push the intelligent 
return mode, return manually. 

Low voltage alarm: The flight data interface of earth station will display the current 
voltage of aircraft battery, the full electric voltage of battery is 50.2V, when the flight control 
has checked out the battery voltage is lower 43.8 in the operating process, the earth station 
will make an alarm, LED light will also turn red and twinkle slowly, at this time, let the 
aircraft flies to the safe area and lands as soon as possible. 

Out of control and hovering protection: When the aircraft is operating, the earth station 
displays it is disconnected from the aircraft, the aircraft will hover in the current position 
automatically. 
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V. Specification parameters 

 

Aircraft （R10） 

Items Parameters Items Parameters 

Pesticide box volume 10L Operating efficiency 1300-2000 ㎡/min 

Cruising time 10-15min Max takeoff weight 24kg 

No-load weight 10Kg Max pitch angle 25° 

Max task load 12Kg Max rising speed 4m/s 

Optimal operating 
height 1-3m Max falling speed 2m/s 

Optimal operating 
speed 3-7m/s Max horizontal flight 

speed 15m/s 

Expanded plane size 
(exclude the 

airscrew) 

1220*1200*380
（mm） Folded plane size 

800*600*380
（mm） 

Maximum flight 
altitude 6000m Flight height limit 20m 

Working 
environment 
temperature 

0 ~ 40 ° C   

 

Spraying system (R10 high voltage atomizer) 
Items Parameters Items Parameters 

Pesticide box volume 10L Spraying flow  2L/min   

Optimal sprinkling 
width 4m Atomized particles 100-200µm 
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Remote Control（DT-7） 

Items Parameters Items Parameters 

Working frequency 840MHz Remote distance 
1.5KM（max value 

of outdoor test） 

Working 
environment 
temperature 

0 ° C - 40 ° C   

 

Standard battery 

Items Parameters Items Parameters 
Battery Capacity 12000mAh Voltage 44.4V  

Battery type LiPo 12S Energy 532.8Wh  

Overall weight of 
battery 3.8kg 

Working 
environment 
temperature 

-5 ° C - 45 ° C 

Max charging power  2000W Maximum charging 
current Per battery is 40A 
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VI.Maintenance and care instruction 

In order to make sure the flight safety, let the aircraft can constantly work in the optimal 
state, users need to carry out a depth care per 200 flight times or after 20 h. Users have the 
experience in care do not need to make this inspection according to the flight number and 
time requirements, but they still need to read this care instruction carefully. 

1. Check the power supply system 

1) Check the battery appearance, if appear the damage, bulge, deformation, serious 
damage, do not use, get rid of the battery after controlling the electric quantity is within 10%, 
do not break down. 

 2) Check the structural components around the battery case, such as a crack at the 
battery plate, plug, screw and so on, prevent the battery is loosened in the flight process. 

3) Check the plug at the electric input end, the plug connected with the motor at the 
output end. If they get loose, adjust them by the situation, if irreversible wear is happened on 
the machine, please contact and send back to the factory. 

4) If the battery is unused for a long time, store the battery according to Lithium Battery 
Security User Guide, ensure the single core voltage of stored battery is at among 3.80~3.90V. 
It is better to check the battery status per month, prevent the battery is damaged. 

5) After the battery charging and discharging cycle number is exceeded 200, it is better 
to change the battery. 

6) There is a spark phenomenon when the plug of aircraft is connecting with the plug of 
battery, the metal part surface of plug turns black by oxidizing, and this situation will be 
further worsen with the increasing using times, it may influence the aircraft’s stable flight, 
therefore, users need to pay attention to the plug care. 

7) When the metal part of plug at the battery end or plane end turns black or the battery 
plug is connecting with the plant protection machine, the plug-in force is decreased obviously, 
should clear the plug,or change the plug. 

8) In the using process, pay attention to the plug connected part, make sure it is inserted 
in completely, prevent the virtual connection and gets hot, avoid the battery touches to water 
or pesticide liquid and cause to the short circuit. 

 

2. Check the vehicle body and folded mechanism 

1) Check if the arms are smooth in the folding and expanding process, make sure no 
blank place when expanding to the fixed position, if the blank place leads to the center of 
motor is shaking exceed 3mm, please contact and send back to the factory. 

2) Check if the rotary rod at the folded place of arm is bended or the fixed screw is 
loosened. 

3) Check if the screws at all positions of plane are firm. 

4) Check if there is a crack or damage on the plane structure. If yes, but not sure if it 
influences the flight, please contact the after-sales center. 
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5) Check if the left and right side of undercarriage are bilateral symmetry, the wheels 
run smoothly. 

 

3.Check the dynamical system 

1) Check the rotor of motor. 

2) Start the motor within installing the airscrew,  if appear the abnormal sound, it may 
be the bearing is damaged, need to change the motor. If the motor shakes heavily, it may be 
the motor axle is bended, need to change the motor. 

3) Check the fixed screws below the motor. If the screw is loosened, please screw up it 
by a screwdriver. 

4) Check if there is a bend, damage, crack or others on the blades. If yes, get rid of it. 

 

4.Check the spraying system 

Pesticide has a certain of corrosivity, if can not clean the spraying device and dispensing tool 
in time, the corrosion will influence the spraying performance seriously. 

1) Check if the pipelines, joints. If the water pipe is damaged, change the water pipe 
with the same specifications and length, if the joints are loose, take out the joints, and 
twine the new water-proof tape, and screw up. 

2）Check if the spraying quantity of each nozzle is consistent, if one flow is smaller, it 
may be the nozzle is blocked, remove the filter screen and wash it, or change a new 
filter screen. If the nozzle structure is damaged, need to change a new nozzle. 

3 ） After the operation, pour the clean water into the water tank, can add some 
appropriate cleaner, turn on the water pump and wash the whole spraying system for 2-3 
times; the pesticide box has been filled with the pesticide shall be cleaned carefully, 
avoid the hurt in the second use. 

4）Due to the plant protection operation belongs to high concentration spray, our skin, 
eyes, nose, oral cavity will get hurt when cleaning the pesticide liquid, so we should 
wear the mask, gloves and other protective articles when washing. 

5）The liquid in the pesticide box, pipeline should be exhausted when storing in a long 
time, and clean it by clean water, avoid the unnecessary pesticide corrosion. We 
strongly suggest to spray by clean water for 3~5 min after spraying every day, wash the 
high voltage pump, nozzle, pipeline. Clean the nozzle, filter screen by fine blush, and 
put the nozzle, filter screen into the clean water after cleaning, the powder agent and 
high concentration missible oil pesticide liquid are prohibited. 
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VII. TXA-R10  parameters adjusting and firmware upgrade 

 

TXA-R10 unmanned aerial vehicle in the agricultural service will have the irregular 
firmware version upgrade, users can read on the official website or contact the technicist or 
local after-sales site. Read the website: http://www.txauav.com. 

 

VIII. Statement of three guarantees responsibility of product 

 

Free warranty service 

Under the condition of the free warranty service specified by TXA Product Free Warranty 
Service, within the valid warranty period (different components have the different warranty 
periods, the details can be seen in Appendix Warranty Period list of Main Components of 
TXA Products), TXA will provide the free product warranty service, the customers do not 
need to pay the detection fee, labor fee, accessories change fee, test fee, express return fee 
(sending freight is undertaken by the customer). The customer can contact TXA authorized 
agent directly when purchasing the product, or contact TXA official customer service center 
directly about the repair matter.  

 

1.  Free warranty service is for the following conditions only 

1) Use within the product warranty period specified by TXA since the purchasing date, the 
product appears the non-human performance failure;  

2) The failure causes from the remove, non modify or add  accorded with TXA official 
instruction or other non-human causes; 

3) Product SN, delivery label and other labels are not teared off, or modified; 

4) Provide the valid purchasing certificate, receipts and number. 

  

2. Free warranty service is excluded the following situations 

1) The collision, burning accident cause from the human causes; 

2) The damage causes from self-modify, remove, open and other behaviors but not accorded 
with TXA official instruction; 

3) The damage causes from incorrect installation, use and operation but not accorded with 
TXA official instruction; 

4) The damage causes from the operation in bad environment, such as strong wind, rainy day, 
dust and so on; 

5) The damage causes from the operation under the complex electromagnetic environment or 
strong interference source, such as mine area, launch tower, high voltage line, substation and 
so on; 
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6) the damage causes from the operation under the mutual interference among the other 
wireless equipment;  

7) The damage causes from the takeoff under the over-load safe takeoff weight; 

8) The damage caused from the forced flight in the case of aged or damaged parts; 

9) The damage causes from the reliability and compatibility problems when using  the 
components from the three party but not approved by TXA certificate; 

10) The damage causes from the low battery quantity, or the battery existed the quality 
problem. 

 

   

3. Free warranty attention 

1) Customer needs to pay the express fee for the problem product, after TXA authorized 
agents or TXA after-sales service center received the problem machine, they will detect the 
failure to confirm the problem responsibility. If belong to the product defect, TXA bears the 
detection fee, material fee, labor fee and the express fee after repairing the product. 

2) If the product is not accorded with the free warranty condition after detecting, carry out 
the paying maintenance process. 

3) If the customer met the problem is not within the free warranty, we will ask the customer 
pay the detection fee, part change fee, test fee and labor fee according to the nature of 
problem. 

4) Dial the phone number of TXA authorized agents or TXA after-sales service center to 
inquire about the whole maintenance progress and maintenance record. 

5) TXA will not provide the after-sales service for the independent remove, install, or modify 
behaviors. 

 

4. Paying maintenance service 

In the case of TXA refund and change policy and free warranty terms are not met, TXA will 
provide the paying product maintenance service, the customer needs to pay the required 
detection fee, labor fee, part change fee, test fee and express fee; if the customer gives up the 
product maintenance, they have to pay the return express fee for the product is within the 
warranty period, pay the detection fee and round-trip express fee for the product is out of the 
warranty period. The customer can contact TXA authorized agents directly when purchasing 
the product, or contact TXA official customer service center to handle the product repair 
matter, TXA will not provide the after-sales service for the independent remove, install, or 
modify behaviors. 

 

Paying maintenance service range 

(1) Exceed the product warranty period; 

(2) The collision, burning accident cause from the human caused; 
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(3) The damage causes from self-modify, remove, open and other behaviors but not accorded 
with TXA official instruction; 

(4) The damage causes from incorrect installation, use and operation but not accorded with 
TXA official instruction; 

(5) The damage causes from the incorrect circuit change, or battery group, charger matching 
but not accorded with TXA official instruction; 

(6) The damage causes from every flight and shooting as well as not accorded with TXA 
official instruction; 

(7) The damage causes from the operation under the bad environment, such as strong wind, 
rainy day, dust and so on; 

(8) The damage causes from the operation under the complex electromagnetic environment 
or strong interference source, such as mine area, launch tower, high voltage line, substation 
and so on; 

(9) The damage causes from the operation under the mutual interference among the other 
wireless equipment;  

(10) The damage causes from the takeoff under the over-load safe takeoff weight; 

(11) The damage caused from the forced flight in the case of aged or damaged parts; 

(12) when using  the components from the three party but not approved by TXA certificate; 

(13) The damage causes from the low battery quantity, or the battery existed with quality 
problem. 
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Appendix 

 

I. Quick check for LED indicating light 

Control mode 

Pose mode: Yellow light is twinkling 

GPS pose mode: Green light is twinkling 

Intelligent mode: Green light is twinkling 

 

Compass calibration 

Starting horizontal calibration: Yellow light is on 

Starting vertical calibration: Green light is on 

Calibration failure: Red light is twinkling 

Compass data is abnormal, need to calibrate the compass: Yellow light and red light are  
twinkling alternately 

System major error: Red light is twinkling 

IMU appears error: Red light is on (try to turn off the power supply) 
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II. Safety summary 

*TXA-R10 is not suitable for people under 16 years of age..* 

 

1. Pesticide use 

The pesticide is toxic, please use it carefully, and operate it according to the pesticide using 
specification. 

Pay attention to the pesticide liquid is splashed when dispensing, prevent the residual 
pesticide hurts the human. 

Please use clean water when dispensing, or else the filter screen is blocked by the impurities; 
if it is blocked, please clear up in time. 

Please wear the protective appliance when using the pesticide, prevent the human body 
touches to the pesticide directly; wash your hands and skin after using the pesticide, clean the 
aircraft and remote control. 

Pesticide effect is closely related with the pesticide liquid concentration, spraying level, 
aircraft’s flight height, spacing, speed and wind direction, wind speed and others, should 
consider the above factors when using the pesticide, make sure the optimal effect. Make sure 
the surrounding person, animals and environment are not hurt or influenced by the above 
reasons in the using process. 

Avoid the river and drinking water source are polluted by the pesticide. 

Please clean the appliance in time after using, prevent the residual pesticide corrodes the 
appliance. 

 

2. Checking 

 

Make sure all equipment has the enough electric quantity. 

Make sure all components are complete. If a part of parts are aged or damaged, please change 
them before flying. 

Make sure the airscrew is complete and installed firmly, correctly, the airscrew and arms are 
expanded completely. 

Make sure the motor of aircraft is  clean and perfect. 

Make sure the spraying system is not blocked and can work normally. 

 

3.Operation 

Do not close to the airscrew and motor when they are in the working process. 

The aircraft will be fallen if stop the machine by shaking the rod in the flight process. 
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Do not pick up the phone in the flight process, do not operate the aircraft under the impact of 
alcohol or drugs. 

Please fall down when appearing the low voltage alarm. 

Pay attention to the connected part of plug in the using process, make sure the plug is 
inserted completely, prevent the virtual connection and get hot, avoid the battery touches to 
the water or pesticide liquid and causes to the short circuit. 

When the metal part of the plug at the battery end or plane end turns black or the battery plug 
is connecting with the plant protection machine, the plug-in force is decreased obviously, 
should clear the plug, or change the plug. 

The plane is out of control when the electric quantity of earth station is run out in the 
operating process, the aircraft will hover in the sky automatically, wait the plane lands on the 
ground automatically when the electric quantity is run out or immediately start the charging 
mode of earth station. People is prohibited to touch the plane in the flight process. 

Do not place the battery in the sun. 

The aircraft can not avoid the barriers in the automatic return process, if the earth station has 
the normal signal, can rise the height to avoid the barriers or return manually. 

After landing, first to turn off the power supply of aircraft and then close the earth station. 

Do not touch the airscrew in the working process, or else it will cause to the serious personal 
property damage. 
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IV. Warranty periods of main components of TXA-R10  unmanned aerial 
vehicle in the agricultural service  

 

 

Component type Component name Warranty period Notes 

Electronic 
components 

Master control 12 months  

IMU 12 months  

GPS 6 months  

Electronic Speed 
Control 12 months  

Motor 12 months  

Water pump 
dropping equipment 12 months  

Water pump  3 months  

Airline controller 12 months  

Receiver 12 months  

Remote control 12 months  

Charger 6 months  

Battery No warranty period *** 

Mechanical 
components 

Airscrew No warranty period  

Food stand No warranty period  

Frame 12 months  

Shell No warranty period  

Pesticide box 12 months  

Wheel No warranty period  

Nozzle No warranty period  

 


